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How to quarantine infected file ? 

A. AV scan with infected file block 
B. AV scan with infected file pass  
C. Enable quarantine infected files  
D. disable quarantine infected file 

Answer: A , C 

QUESTION: 92 

What protocol can be scanned for antivirus ?
 

A. http , ftp , imap , smtp , pop3 
B. ttp , ftp , imap , tftp , pop3 
C. http . ftp 
D. http , imap , pop3 , smtp 

Answer: A 

Explanation: 

QUESTION: 93 
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Virus scan is applied before blocking 

A. true 
B. False 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 94 

How to block *.scr from HTTP download ?
 

A. file blocking is enabled by default 
B. create or edit a protection profile , go to antivirus->file block , enable file block for http 
, add this protection profile to external -> internal policy 
C. create or edit a protection profile , go to antivirus->file block , enable file block for http 
, add this protection profile to internal -> external policy 
D. create or edit a protection profile , enable file block for http , add this protection profile 
to external -> internal policy 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 95 

Which of the following statement is true about web filtering ? 


A. urls in exempt list are exempt from virus scaning 
B. Fortigate unit communicate with Fortigard using UDP 8888 
C. url blocking dose not block ftp://ftp.fortinet.com 

Answer: A, B, C 

QUESTION: 96 

Fortiguard rates URLs according to : 


A. domains 
B. path 
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C. page 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 97 

The precedence of web filtering is ? 


A. exempt list , url block list , url pattern list , fortiguard , content block  
B. url block list , url pattern list , exempt list , content block , fortiguard  
C. content block , fortiguard , url block list , url pattern list , exempt list  
D. url pattern list , fortiguard , content block , exempt list , url block list 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 98 
Fortigate is abe to check the banned word for both web and email 

A. true 
B. false 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 99 

IPSEC provide security service for ?
 

A. data-link layer 
B. network lauer 
C. transport layer 
D. presentation layer 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 100 

The following type of malware spread itself through network ?
 

A. worm 
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B. trujan 
C. download 
D. exploit 
E. phish 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 101 

MD5 is a example of a ?  


A. encryption algorithm 
B. digital signature 
C. hashed mac 
D. SA 

Answer: D 

Explanation: 
IPSEC was developed by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) to address certain 
vulnerabilities inherent in the popular IP protocol. Exploits in IP allowed for 
eavesdropping (sniffing) and identity masking (spoofing), so it was difficult to get 
guaranteed security over large networks. Prior solutions would provide security for only 
specific applications (PGP for email and SSL for web applications). IPSEC secures the 
network itself, so it also secures the applications using the network. IPSEC is a set of IP 
extensions that provide strong data authentication and privacy guarantees through the use 
of modern encryption techniques.To have security on your network, you need to have 
confidence in three factors: 
1. The person you are communicating with is really that person (authentication) 
2. No one can eavesdrop on your communication (confidentiality) 
3. The communication that you received has not been modified in transit (integrity) IPSEC 
is comprised of three components that provide these security functions. Authentication 
Header (AH) - A signature is tied to each packet, allowing you to verify the sender's 
identity and the integrity of the data. Currently MD5 and SHA-1 authentication schemes 
are supported. Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) - Uses strong encryption algorithms 
to encrypt the data in each packet to defeat common eavesdropping techniques. The most 
common encryption algorithm used by ESP is 56-bit DES, but ESP is an open protocol 
that allows support for most current (and even future) encryption algorithms. Internet Key 
Exchange (IKE) - Allows nodes to agree on authentication methods, encryption methods, 
the keys to use and the keys' lifespan. IKE also allows smart secure key exchange. AH and 
ESP provide the means to protect data from tampering, preventing eavesdropping and 
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verifying the origin of the data.IKE provides a secure method of exchanging keys and 
negotiating protocols and encryption algorithms to use. The information negotiated IKE is 
stored in a Security Association (SA). The SA is like a contract laying out the rules of the 
VPN connection for the duration of the SA. An SA is assigned a 32-bit number that, when 
used in conjunction with the destination IP address, uniquely identifies the SA. This 
number is called the Security Parameters Index or SPI. To tie this all together, let's look at 
an example. User A wants to send data to User B. User A's router (router A) has a security 
policy applied with a rule that says all traffic to User B needs to be encrypted. User B's 
router (router B) will be the other end of an IPSEC tunnel. Router A checks to see if an 
IPSEC SA exists between it and router B. If it doesn't, router A will request an IPSEC SA 
from IKE. If an IKE SA exists between the two routers, an IPSEC SA is issued. If an IKE 
SA does not exist, one has to be negotiated first, with the routers exchanging information 
signed by a third-party certificate authority (CA) that both routers trust. Once the IKE SA 
is agreed upon by the routers, an IPSEC SA can be issued, and secure, encrypted 
communications can begin. This process is transparent to User A and User B.The basic 
steps for setting up an IPSEC connection are as follows: 
1. Set up an IKE SA. 
2. Agree upon the terms of communication and encryption algorithm. Create an IPSEC 
SA. 
3. Start sending data. 

QUESTION: 102 
Which of the following malware attempt to scam the user into surrendering private 
information that will be used to identity theft ? 

A. torjan 
B. Phish 
C. Downloader 
D. Worm 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 103 
Which spam filter does not query DNS servers for an address record ? Return email DNS 
check 

A. Hello DNS lookup 
B. RBL/ORDBL list 
C. BWL check 
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Answer: A, C 

QUESTION: 104 
Which action must be taken when creating a new DNSBL entry in Antispam tp block 
spam SMTP email . 

A. discard 
B. spam 
C. reject 
D. clear 

Answer: B 

Explanation: 
DNSBL & ORDBL options 
DNSBL & ORDBL list has the following icons and features: Create New Select Create 
New to add a server to the DNSBL & ORDBL list. Total The number of items in the 
list.The Page up, Page down, and Remove all entries icons.DNSBL Server The current list 
of servers. Select the check box to enable all the DNSBL and ORDBL servers in the 
list.Action The action to take on email matched by the DNSBLs and ORDBLs. Actions 
are: Mark as Spam to apply the spam action configured in the protection profile, or Mark 
as Reject to drop the session. The Delete and Edit/View icons. 
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